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Because of the potential major threat from Russia for all Littoral NATO countries in the 
southern operational theater, as well as the threat against partner countries Ukraine and 
Georgia, this article will cover the main Russian military capability in this region; the Russian 
Black Sea Fleet (BSF). Russia spends a lot of resources and time to improve the quality of the 
entire Russian Navy.  
The Russian Navy suffered severely since the dissolution of the Soviet Union due to 
insufficient maintenance, lack of funding and subsequent effects on the training of 
personnel and timely replacement of equipment. Another setback is attributed to Russia's 
domestic shipbuilding industry which is reported to have been in decline as to their 
capabilities of constructing contemporary hardware efficiently. Russia's naval capabilities 
have been facing a slow but certain "irreversible collapse". Despite the collapse of the oil 
and Gas prices, The Russian MOD decided to allocate a substantial amount of resources to 
its Navy. In August 2014, Defense Minister Sergeij Shoigu said that Russian naval capabilities 
would be bolstered with new weapons and equipment within the next six years in response 
to NATO deployments in Eastern Europe and the recent developments in Ukraine.  
This branch of the Russian Armed Forces is still the most flexible and has been the most 
successful component of the Russian Armed Forces during the last twenty years and is used 
various times: 

1. Against Georgia in 2008.  
 

The Russia-Georgian was a war between Georgia, 
Russia and the Russian-backed self-proclaimed 
republics of South Ossetia and Abkhazia The war 
took place in August 2008 following a period of 
worsening relations between Russia and Georgia, 
both formerly constituent republics of the Soviet 
Union. The fighting took place in the strategically 
important Transcaucasia region. It was regarded 
as the first European war of the 21st century.  
During the war Russia sank 4 Georgian naval 
vessels and captured 9 RHIB boats (Rugged Hull 

Inflatable Boats). 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/War
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Europe
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The Russian BSF bombarded the cities of Poti, Sukhumi and Ochamshira  

 
Before the war the Georgian navy consisted of 19 vessels and 531 sailors. After the 
war, the Georgian navy was disbanded and the remaining vessels and facilities were 
annexed into the Coast Guard, which is a subordinate of the Ministry of the Interior 
(Georgian Border Police). 
 

2. Against Ukraine in 2014.  
 

Crimea was occupied and annexed by the Russian 
Federation in early 2014 and the peninsula is now 
administered as two federal subjects the “Republic of 
Crimea” and the “Federal city of Sevastopol”. The 
annexation was accompanied by a military intervention by 
Russia in Crimea that took place in the aftermath of the 
2014 Ukrainian revolution and was part of wider unrest 
across southern and eastern Ukraine. The role of the BASF 
was to neutralize the Ukrainian navy assets, to occupy all 
Ukrainian naval facilities on the peninsula and to prevent 
Ukrainian vessels to leave Sevastopol and hide in the 

Ukrainian harbors of Odessa, Mariupol, Ochakov, Chernomorskoe, Novoozernii and 
Feodosiya. 57 of the 64 Ukrainian vessels surrendered without a fight to the 
Russians, including the collaborating commander of the Ukrainian navy, admiral 
Berezovsky. 
 

3. In the operations in the Middle East in 2015/2017 in the Syrian area.  

On 29 November 2011, Army General Nicolay Makarov, Chief of the Russian General 
Staff, said that sending ships of the Russian Navy to the Mediterranean Sea is linked 
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to exercises and not to the situation in Syria. "In the event of necessity, namely to 
carry out repairs, to take water and food on board and to allow rest for the crews, 
Russian ships may visit Tartus but in this case this has not been included in the plan 
of the trip," the Interfax source said. He also noted that the size of Admiral 
Kuznetsov does not allow it to moor in Tartus because the port does not have 
suitable infrastructure, i.e., large enough mooring. Meanwhile it has been clear that 
ships of the BSF were participating in the fight against “terrorists” (which means 
fighting against every enemy of the Bashar-Al-Assad regime)  The Flagship of the 
Russian Navy also participated in the operations, although not very impressively. 
The Kuznetsov lost two airplanes during landing operations on the carrier. (one of 
the key qualities of an aircraft carrier is the successful cooperation between the Air 
wing and the maritime component)  Now the operations in Syria has come to an 
end, Russia has built an “arc of steel” around its Syrian bases, thwarting “threats 
from NATO, which include Air defenses, cruise missiles, space, cyber and Hybrid 
warfare systems as well as submarines. Two vessels from the BSF; the Pyotr Velikii 
and the Admiral Nakhimov will receive hypersonic anti-ship 3M22 Zircon missiles as 
well as longer-range land-attack Kalibr cruise missiles, upgraded air defenses, and a 
naval variant of the S-400 anti-air missile by 2022. Russian ships equipped with the 
advanced sea-launched Kalibr cruise missile will now be perpetually present in the 
Mediterranean Sea as part of Moscow’s naval operations connected to the mission 
in Syria.  

 
The exercise ZAPAD 2017, which took place in September of this year showed that the Black 
Sea Fleet  is still a very capable instrument from Putin’ s military toolbox and was part of a 
scenario that took place simultaneously during the exercise. ZAPAD, which was supposed to 
be a defensive operation in a fictional situation, where an attempt by the enemy (e.g. NATO) 
to destabilize Belarus, was countered by a combined military operation of 13.000 
Belarussian and Russian troops, was already described in part 1 of this series of articlesi  
In the scenario used, the Baltic Fleet had an important role supporting the operations in the 
Baltic sea by attacking the Swedish island of Gotland, preventing “enemy” reinforcements 
using sea transportations of troops and supplies to the endangered Baltic countries and by 
launching landings operations against the main harbors in the region: In Lithuania the harbor 
and floating LNG installations in Klaipedaii, against the harbor of Liepajaiii and the main 
Latvian harbor of Riga, which was once one of the main headquarters of the Baltic Fleet in 
Soviet Times as well as the Estonian harbor of Riga, also one of the main harbors of the 
same Fleet in that period.  
One of the lessons learned of the exercise was that the scenario developed by the 
Headquarters of the Southern Military District (MDS/ HQ Rostov-on-Don) was to accumulate 
a substantial amount of combat power to renew its military operations against Ukraine, 
using a manufactured trigger as an excuse. In Part 1 of this series of articles, I have described 
the most likely intentions of the Kremlin. An important role in this scenario was the use of 
the Black Sea Fleet.  
An assessment of the available naval combat power for this scenario showed that Russia has 
the following naval ships in its Black Sea Fleet (BSF) as indicated in the table. The fleet’s 
battle ships constitute 21% of total Russian naval battle ships in service and 10% of the total 
submarine force.  
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However, the quality of the current BSF is not very high and during the 2008 campaign 
against Georgia, some major problems arose. But the Russian battle strength surpasses 
current regional neighboring fleets like the ones from Turkey that has to divide its fleet into a 
Mediterranean and a Black Sea oneiv, Romania, Bulgaria and Ukraine. 
Ukraine, as a partner navy, has nevertheless more than 50 vessels, but the majority of them 
is outdated because of financial restraints. Also the Georgian navy has been almost 
completely swiped from the operational map during the Russia Georgian war in 2008v.  
At this moment the battle strength of Georgian Navy being partly under the Ministry of the 
Interior and partly under the Border Guards, is unclear. 
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(1) The Black Sea Fleet consist of the “Moskva”,(formerly named “Slava”) A 
conventionally powered Guided missile cruiser. The Moskva was commissioned in 
1983 and is armed with  the P-500 BAZALT  Anti-Ship missiles (NATO name  SS-12 
“SANDBOX”) and the  Long Range Surface to Air Missile System SA-N-6 GRUMBLE 

(2) The Kerch is the only missile cruiser of the Kara class. She was laid down in 1972 and 
will be decommissioned in 2019. She is armed with the SS-SILEX, the Surface to Air 
Missile system GOBLET and the SS-4 GECKO surface to Air Missile system. The ship 
recently had a fire on board and it is doubtful if it is still operational 

(3) The Smetlevy, a guided missile destroyer of the Kashin class . The ship was 
commissioned in 1976 and modernized in Sevastopol in the early 1990’ s and fitted 
with new SS-25 SWITCHBLADE, anti-ship missiles and an MNK 300 sonar. She is the 
only Kashin-class vessel currently active in the Russian Navy. This ship took part in 
the 2008 war against Georgia and the operations in the Syrian civil war in 2013.  

(4) One of the two Krivak class  missile frigates, the Latnjj. One of the Missile frigats , laid 
down in 1979 several times upgraded. Armament : 1 x launcher SS-14 SILEX.  40 
missiles GECKO and  two launching systems  anti submarines RBU 6000. 

(5) The Alroso B-871 is a diesel-electric Soviet Kilo-class submarine. It appears to be the 
sole vessel in the Black Sea Fleet’s 247th Independent Submarine Division. The 
submarine is equipped with 18 torpedoes and carries 8 man portable Air Defense 
missiles STRELA. 

(6) The Orsk is an Alligator class landing ship in the 197th Assault Ship Brigade.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Russian_destroyer_Smetlivy
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 There are two other Alligator class ships in the fleet — the Saratov and the Nikolay 
 Filchenkov. 

(7) The Caesar Kunikov is  also a landing ship of the Ropucha I-class.  
 There are also two Ropucha I-class landers, the Novocherkassk and Yamal  
 There is also a Ropucha class II lander, the AZOV. 
 These ships, as well as the before mentioned Alligator class landing ships, have the 
 capability to deploy thousands of Naval infantry soldiers on the southern coast of 
 Ukraine in support of a possible ground offensive to take Odessa and Mariupol. 
 
Most of the battleships of the BSF are stemming from the Soviet period and a certain 
percentage seemed being updated  and upgraded in the last twenty years but Russia’ s 
financial situation offers hardly any room for an overall replacement.  
The majority of Russia’s ships and submarines are aged well over 20 years, and were built 
with a 25-year Life of Type. Of course there are plans to achieve new ships.  
Due to the state of their naval fleets, Russia is ambitiously pursuing its “State Armaments 
Procurement Program for 2011-2020”, which plans to modernize and increase the size of its 
naval fleets.  
As a result, the Black Sea Fleet has been allocated much of the funding because Moscow 
considers it to be one of the top priorities of this program. 
It provides the Navy with the equivalent of 112.4 billion Euros of the Russian defense budget 
and it is planned to reach this goal by the year 2020.  
There are plans to commision as many as 18 new warships into the Black Sea Fleet by 2020, 
with more to come in the years after if sufficient funding is available. Funding is also being 
allocated to the Sevastopol and Novorossiysk naval bases to upgrade their facilities for 
greater operational readiness. 
In addition of upgrading many of the older Soviet-legacy ships to remain operational into the 
near future, they  develop further plans to add many new warships and submarines to the 
Russian Black Sea Fleet, but the chances are slim that they will be successfulvi.  
 
The list of new ships to be commissioned by 2020 is very ambitious.  
 

• Six multi-purpose Admiral Grigorovich-class frigatesvii,  
• one or two high-sea multi-purpose Admiral Gorshkov-class frigates, with an 

option for tw additional vesselsviii. 
• one or two Yastreb–class frigates,  
• six Kilo-class submarines,  
• one or two Ivan Gren-class amphibious landing ships, 
• and up to four missile corvettes for near-shore operations. 
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According to the Digital Research Lab (part of the Atlantic Council project), on November 30, 
first video footage surfaced on the internet providing a glimpse into the newest additions to 
the fleet. TV Zvezdaix released a video report, in which three new ships were introduced:  

1. The first corvette Gremyaschy (Гремящий). The Gremyashchy is the first corvette of 
project the 20385; the second warship of the series — the Provorny — is in the early 
stages of the construction. These multi-role corvettes were designed to detect and 
destroy adversary submarines and surface warships, to conduct landing operations, 
and other various missions. The warship is armed with the 3K96 REDUT anti-aircraft 
system, and the PAKET-E/NK antisubmarine warfare system, as well as boasts a 
hangar for KA-27 (NATO reporting name Helix) helicopter. Most importantly, the ship 
is armed with universal nuclear-capable KALIBR missile systems, which were being 
used in Russia’s military operations in Syria. The corvette was first launched into the 
water on June 30, 2017. According to the video report, the current technical 
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readiness of the ship is 65 percent. Gremyashchy is expected to be handed to the 
Russian Navy by the end of 2018. Other vessels under construction are Ivan 
Khurs (Иван Хурс)corvette and the second  frigate Admiral Kasatonov (Адмирал 
флота Касатонов).  

 The TV Zvezda video footage suggests that the ships are currently being constructed 
 in the Severnaya Verf(Северная верфь) shipyard, Saint Petersburg, Russia. 
 Severnaya Verf (Северная верфь) shipyard. 
 
 

 
Corvette Gremyaschy. Left: (Source:: GoogleMaps); Center, Right: (Source: Twitter / 

@RussianDefense). 

2. The Admiral Kasatonov is the second frigate of project 22350 and the largest surface 
warship built by Russia since the collapse of the Soviet Union. The Admiral 
Kasatonov is a multipurpose vessel designed for anti-air, anti-surface, and anti-
submarine warfare operations. The ship is armed with the P-800 ONIKS (NATO 
reporting name SS-N-26 STROBILE) anti-ship missile and - like the Gremyashchy-The 
Admiral Kasatonov is armed with nuclear-capable  KALIBR  missiles, able to hit land, 
sea, and underwater targets. The Russian Navy reportedly plans to build three 
additional ships of the Admiral Gorshkov-class. Admiral Kasatanov will reportedly 
behanded over to the Russian Navy in February 2018. 
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Frigate Admiral Kasatonov. Left: (Source: GoogleMaps); Center, Right: (Source: Twitter / @Russian 
Defense). 

 

 

3. The Ivan Khurs is the second frigate of project 18280 and is the largest Russian vessel 
of this class. The vessel is designed to provide communication and control for fleet 
forces, conduct electronic warfare, radio, and electronic intelligence. The most 
important function is reportedly to penetrate the United States’ missile defense 
system (AEGIS) and provide the possibility for Russian missiles to defeat potential 
adversary defenses, target, and destroy. The Ivan Khurs was launched first in May 
2017 and currently the technical readiness of the vessel is 99 percent. It is expected 
to join the Northern fleet in 2018. 
 

 
Ivan Khurs. Left: (Source: GoogleMaps); Center, Right: (Source: Twitter / @Russian Defense). 

 
 
Although the above mentioned vessels are in the last phase of construction, the Russians 
have calculated that there might be some limitations to these plans to start construction of 
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the remaining planned vessels, however. In any case, the strengthening of the Black Sea 
Fleet is imminent.  
For instance, similar initiatives in the recent past have failed to come to fruition, due to the 
high level of corruption and a lack of financing. Multiple reports have been released 
outlining how an estimated 50 percent of the Russian military’s procurement money is spent 
on corruption, especially bribes.  
In 2009 alone, corruption resulted in the loss of one billion rubles of the military 
procurement money, according to the Russian Audit Chamber. 
 
The newly introduced Russian naval doctrine appears to promote a vision of a revived 
Russian Navy that can maintain its superiority over smaller international maritime actors like 
the NATO navies of Turkey, Romania and Bulgaria, including the navies of partner countries 
Ukraine and Georgia, and pose a serious threat to the U.S. Navy in certain environments. 
Development of new modern warships and nuclear submarines, coupled with the 
prevalent use of naval force and support in the Syrian conflict signify that Russia is taking the 
new doctrine seriously. Russia has also recently expanded its naval presence by signing a 
treaty with Syria to accommodate more ships in the Tartus naval base. 
 
For the moment they seem to have found additional funding for the deployment of a 
modified PODSOLNUH (Sunflower) over-the-horizon radar in Crimea in 2017.  
The PODSOLNUH radar system passed the Russian government tests in 2006.  
According to the developers, PODSOLNUH allows its operators to automatically and 
simultaneously detect, track and classify potential threats beyond the radio horizon. It can 
find up to 300 offshore objects and 100 air objects determine their coordinates and transfer 
them to targeting complexes and systems of armed naval vessels and air defense systems. 
 
Also a new underwater hydro acoustic surveillance system is to be deployed in the Black Sea.  
According to Izvestiax, the system will be able to make entire regions of the world's 
oceans “transparent”, detecting all ships, submarines and even low flying aircraft. The 
system with the code name “HARMONY” is based on the use of special robotized 
underwater modules which are deployed from submarines and when reaching the ocean 
bottom turn into powerful hydro acoustic stations. 
 

 
 

In the run up to the exercise ZAPAD and to counter the ambitions of the Russians in this 
area, NATO decided to effectively spread the information that the new Naval HQ would be 
operational in Constanţa, Romania on short notice. In order to support this information, 
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American Army reinforcements were sent to Constanţa, as support for a brigade-size land 
component of this HQ 
The idea of implementing a HQ to counterbalance the Russian naval capabilities in the Black 
Sea region was decided on the summit in Warsaw on July 8 and 9: 
 

“NATO should take urgent steps to protect its allies and partners Ukraine and 
Georgia on its southeastern flank”. 

 
Bulgaria, Romania, and Turkey, as well as Ukraine and Georgia, are all under severe pressure 
from Russia and require NATO or bi-lateral assistance. NATO plans to spend more attention 
to the Black Sea region to address Russia’s rapidly escalating offensive posture in the Black 
Sea and protect its allies—including reinforcing air, naval, and ground assets; improving 
space capabilities; cyber security; reconnaissance; intelligence; and creating credible 
deterrence strategies. 
 
On top of that, NATO increased its military posture already in February this year. 
  

 It organized the maritime exercise “Black  Shield “ where Romanian, Turkish, 
American, Canadian , Bulgarian, Greek and Spanish ships (including ships from 
partner country Ukraine), participated. The aim was to demonstrate the alliance was 
committed to its East European members, and could quickly present a cohesive 
fighting unit. 

 NATO stationed a multinational force in the Romanian city of Craiova.  

 NATO ships have been posting more frequent visits to Romanian and Bulgarian ports, 
as well as conducting more intensive war-games.  

 The United Kingdom promised to station a number of its Typhoon fighter aircraft in 
Romania later this year to bolster its air defenses. 

 The reinforcement also includes an establishment of a NATO ‘missile defense shield’ 
in Romania’s Deveselu district in 2016. This is a facility capable of destroying 
incoming ballistic missiles!  
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It is clear that NATO has to counterbalance Russia’s military intentions in the region. Russia 
has extended its military presence in the Middle East by upgrading and improving the naval 
facilities in Tartus, Syria from where they can reach the entire Mediterranean. Moscow has 
constructed the foundation-if not something more-for a long-term presence of combined-
arms forces. And these units and command structure, while based in Syria, possess 
formidable capabilities, especially when added to Russian forces already present in the 
Caucasus and Black Sea, to strike throughout the Middle East and put NATO member Turkey 
in a visexi.  
In the Black Sea, NATO will have to counterbalance Russia ambitions in the Black Sea region 
and should spend more attention to this area and protect its allies-including reinforcing air, 
naval, and ground assets; improving space capabilities; cyber security; reconnaissance; 
intelligence; and creating credible deterrence strategies. 
 
One of the effective measure is by creating this new HQ in Constanţa, where it will be able 
to prevent military adventures to NATO allies and partners Ukraine and Georgia. A move 
that has proven to be very effective by preventing exercise ZAPAD to develop into an excuse 
to reach Russia’s goals in the Black Sea region. 
 
Integrating Ukraine and Georgia into the security structure of NATO offers a great advantage 
but has a number of major problems. 
The current security situation asks for a delicate balancing act to prevent further Russian 
aggression.  
And NATO must be aware that a decision to continue to invite Georgia and Ukraine for NATO 
membership, that it first has to solve a number of important issues before further steps can 
be taken. It does not make sense to offer Georgia and Ukraine the illusion that membership 
is on the brink under the current conditions. First NATO needs to make their own house in 
order before it starts to create an offer which NATO currently cannot deliver on.  
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If Russia is successful in its ambition to regain military superiority in the region, it would 
represent a strong challenge to the US and its regional and NATO allies in the 
Mediterranean—not least Israel and Turkey—as well as to the Balkans, and the Caucasus. 
Thus, an irresolute and reticent NATO posture in the Black Sea region as well as in the 
Middle East could give rise, in tandem with intensifying Russian defense programs, to a 
much more far-reaching strategic transformation to the entire region. 
 
Summa Summarum 
 
 
1. Russia keeps on improving, upgrading and reinforcing its maritime naval capabilities. 
In the Baltic Sea as well as in the Black Sea, an intensive program is underway to reinforce 
the two Russian Naval Fleets. NATO has learned from the exercise ZAPAD that a major 
threat for the northern operational theater is the Baltic Fleet. NATO’s countermeasures, in 
concert with Swedish initiatives are to reinforce again the combat force on the Swedish 
island of Gotland and on the Danish island of Bornholm. The Finish Island of Aland needs the 
same level of attention, but the comparatively strong Finish military capability has resulted 
in the fact that aggressive military operations against Finish territory are less likely. Russia 
concentrates its efforts on the weakest link, which is not Aland but the currently 
undefended island of Gotlandxii 
 
2. Also in the Southern operational theater the Russian Black Sea Fleet is one of the 
major instruments of Putin’s military toolbox. Reinforcements of the fleet are underway. 
NATO has agreed to reinforce its military capabilities in the region by: 

 Reinforcing the naval capabilities of NATO members Turkey, Romania and Bulgaria.  

 Offering support for the improvement and upgrading of the naval capabilities of 
partner countries Georgia and Ukraine. Being no formal NATO members of NATO, this 
support can only be delivered on a bi-national base where equipment like redundant naval 
vessels can be transferred to reinforce the Georgian and Ukrainian navies. The USA, 
Germany and the United Kingdom have done so in the past. The Netherlands, being a 
former important sea going power some three hundred years ago, is currently hardly able to 
maintain its maritime capability themselves. But support can be provided in the form of 
training, educational support and logistics. The Netherlands for example has an 
experienced and capable maritime industry that is able to support the navies of both 
countries in upgrading and improving existing equipmentxiii. Involvement of national 
maritime industries into the reinforcement of NATO’s maritime capabilities makes sense.  
 
3. The newly planned military headquarters in Constanţa offer the possibility to 
counterbalance the Russian forces on the occupied Crimean peninsula. In future this new 
headquarters offer a perfect opportunity to be supported by elements or components of 
the partner countries as well. The Georgian and Ukrainian military has been part of the 
Soviet military structure for decades. They will bring a ton of experience for this planned 
headquarters  
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i Article: Part 1 Lessons learned from ZAPAD 2017, Russian objectives and NATO’s countermeasures. 
ii
 Klaipeda, in Soviet times headquarter of the 336 Guards Naval Infantry Brigade (part of the coastal 

defense division) 
iii
 Liepaja: headquarters of the  14th submarine squadron, call sign "Kompleks" ("Комплекс") was 

stationed with 16 submarines (613,629a,651); as was the 6th group of rear supply of Baltic Fleet, and 
the 81st design bureau and reserve command center of the same force. 
iv Norther Sea Command (HQ Istanbul) and the Southern Sea Command (HQ in Izmir)  
v
 At this moment the battle strength of Georgian Navy being partly under the Ministry of the Interior 

and partly under the Border Guards, is unclear. 
 
vi

 The same dire situation is for the ground-and air forces. Like the new ARMATA-14 tank and the 
SUKHOI-27.Very good hardware but very expensive. Of the ordered 2300 ARMATA tanks, only 73 
have been delivered due to financial constraints.  
vii Admiral Grigorovich (operational), Admiral Essen (operational)Admiral Makarov (sea trials 
completed), Admiral Butakov (under construction),Admiral  Istomin (under construction),Admiral 
Kornilov (under construction) 
viii Admiral Groshkov (under trial), Admiral Ksatonov (Fitting out), Admiral Golovko (under 
construction) Admiral Isakov (under construction) 
ix
  TV Zvezda is a Russian nationwide TV network run by the Russian Ministry of Defense. 

x Izvestia (Russian: Известия), is a long-running high-circulation state controlled daily broadsheet 
newspaper in Russia. 
xi It is clear that Moscow wants to have regular access to, if not permanent bases throughout the 
Middle East, as the Soviet Union’s Mediterranean Eskadra did in its heyday, in 1967–1971, when it 
had a base in Alexandria as well as in Syria. Thus, a major mission of the Russian Navy in the Middle 
East and the Mediterranean is power projection and the use of the fleet on behalf of state interests. 
More crudely stated, Russia is building a capability for permanent gunboat diplomacy missions in the 
region; indeed, it has already deployed its fleet for that purpose in 2011, to deter Turkish threats to 
Cyprus 
xii The island of Gotland is currently defended by one battalion of the Swedish Home guard of 300 
troops, which lock up their arms during the weekend. The Swedish MOD has accepted the fact that it 
needs to reinforce the garrison on Gotland (During the Cold War, the island housed an armored 
brigade of 5000 troops) 
xiii “Nederland Maritiem Land” connects twelve maritime sectors, harbors, offshore, maritime 
suppliers, ship building, seafaring, hydraulic engineering, maritime services, know how institutions, 
inland shipping, Royal Navy and fishing. The sector employs some 271.500 workers and represent a 
economic value of 23.3 billion euros 


